PARKS AND
GARDENS

STREET AND
URBAN

Light is safety.
Solutions for functional lighting
and prevention of vandalism.

INDUSTRY

COMMERCIAL

SPORTS
FACILITIES

Light is safety.
Solutions for functional lighting
and prevention of vandalism.
A brand’s products are like the works of an author, they are all that matter.
For GEWISS, our products embody our philosophy.
This philosophy is can be seen in products in which function and style come together, where the considered
choice of materials meets a rational aesthetic, creating an excellent design solution.

Maximum safety

Lighting parks and green areas makes people feel safer.
With a wide range of configurations, BlueGreen fittings are versatile and enhance any application.

BlueGreen, a unique colour

A special metallic finish that blends into the surrounding context of the park or garden. Ideal for placement on
the ground in particular, with bollard installation. An exclusive colour in harmonious equilibrium with outdoor
environments. A GEWISS colour. Immediately recognisable, fully integrated.

Excellent light quality

GEWISS products are designed to minimize glare with directional light and thus ensure excellent light quality and
maximum visual comfort, necessary conditions for the optimal use of each space.
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ESALITE is a new product in our LED range,
available in a pole light version for parks and
green areas. Reliability over time and topof-the-range performance best represent
this luminaire with its rigorous geometry and
multiple uses. High performance combined

with many features make ESALITE the perfect
combination of function and design, even
in harsh climate conditions. Engineering
perfection and innovation vocation: ESALITE
is the ideal embodiment of a GEWISS light. A
patented design, made entirely in Italy.

PARKS AND GARDENS
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Other lighting products for parks and gardens

BlueGreen

Dedalo

Saturno RGB

Compact, adjustable low-power floodlight, in die-cast aluminium for decorative architectural use. Dedalo LED
is the best solution for both indoor and outdoor applications, in contexts such as access drives, walkways,
architectural façades, swimming pool surrounds and gardens. The range is completed with the new BlueGreen
versions that blend perfectly into the context of gardens and parks.

The Saturno RGB range features medium-to-medium pressure die-cast aluminum projectors with a compact
design. These devices are the ideal solution for the enhancement of architectural details, both indoors and
outdoors. Use scenographic effects through an RGB color scale.

DIRECT LIGHT WITH PRECISION
Lighting can be directed with precision, thanks to a
graduated goniometric scale visible on the bracket.
Using the graduated goniometric scale branded onto
the bracket.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Robust central articulated joint with an effective
locking system allowing it to be simultaneously
adjusted on the two axes. An indicator precisely
defines the degrees of rotation.

Example of lighting

BlueGreen is an instantly recognisable GEWISS
colour, providing safety. A unique colour, in balance
and harmony with outdoor environments, blending in
perfectly in gardens, parks and other green spaces.

Quick
installation
Move and orientate this fitting with just one touch,
with an innovative, patented cardan joint. A single
screw with a square self-locking nut orientates the
fitting on two Cartesian axes, with a closure system
with teeth to ensure it’s fully tightened.

Maximum
flexibility
With its specially designed spike, ESALITE can be
planted into the ground with great stability, and be
repositioned quickly and easily as required.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

3 circular; 2 ellipticals

System Power

from 52W to 148W

Lumen Output

from 5300lm to 18200lm

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on on pg. 76 of the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue and via the GEWISS sales network.

ADJUSTMENT
The device can be adjusted on both its horizontal
and vertical axes. Fix light direction with mechanical
tightening of two stainless steel lockscrews.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL2

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK09

Optics

circular 20° e circular 45°

System Power

20W

Lumen Output

until 1650lm

ARCHITECTURAL AND URBAN SOLUTIONS
The devices are available in versions with a clip for
architectural applications and with a coupling device
for pole mounting.

DATI TECNICI
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP65

Shock resistance

IK10

Optics

circular 40°

System Power

48W

Lumen Output

600lm
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Point
POINT is a garden lighting bollard for residential
areas and parks, with a shielded optic to reduce
the dispersion of luminous flux. Available in 3

sizes and LED versions, POINT luminaires are
suitable for any installation context thanks to a
technical design and a simple shape.

PARKS AND GARDENS
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Other products for lighting parks and gardens

Point

New
Design

Trilight

Extro

TRILIGHT is a LED urban lighting device in aluminium, ideal for creating atmospheric lighting in green areas. It has
a triangular section with 6 LEDs for standard lighting, plus 3 LEDs (white, blue) for light signalling. The range is
completed with the new BlueGreen versions that blend perfectly into the context of gardens and parks.

Extro is a series of multifunctional lighting fixtures for residential and urban areas with a polycarbonate body and
sanded diffuser, integrating perfectly in contexts such as gardens and parks.

LIGHT AND COLOUR
The devices of the Trilight range have dual ignition:
one for the ordinary lighting with white light and one
for signalling with coloured light.

NEW TECHNOLOGY
The new LED versions with 13 and 26 W are available
with colour temperature 4000K - white light and the
option of a presence sensor.

Example of lighting

With a new design, more technical and functional,
to increase the luminous flux toward the ground,
this bollard is versatile and adapts to any type of
installation.

Shielded
optic
The transparent diffuser contains the special prismatic
anti-glare louvre that converges and enhances the
downward light effect, while limiting the luminous flux
dispersed towards the sky.

Maximum
flexibility
A specially designed ground spike ensures POINT is
highly stable in ground installations. Thanks to this
special accessory it is possible to quickly and
easily reposition the product as needed.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL2

Protection Degree

IP55

Shock resistance
Optics
System Power

IK10
rotosymmetrical
4W or 6W

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue on pg. 76 and at the GEWISS sales network.

WATER DEFLECTOR
The rounded shape not only gives the product a strong
design quality but also lets water run off, preventing it
collecting at the bottom.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP65

Shock resistance

IK10

Optics

intensive

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP55

Shock resistance

IK09

Optics

Symmetrical

System Power

27W

System Power

13W or 26W

Lumen Output

2000lm

Lumen Output

1000lm or 2000lm
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Road [5]
Road [5] is an elegant and practical range
of LED lighting devices for urban and street
applications. This range is designed to offer the
best in lighting performance, simplifying device
installation and maintenance and enabling

maximum energy savings. Road [5] is the ideal
solution for lighting all types of urban roads and
highways, roundabouts, large outdoor areas
and car parks, for new installations and as part
of retrofit solutions.

STREET AND URBAN
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Other products for street lighting and street furniture

Road [5]

Additional
shield

Urban [O3]

Street [O3]

Urban [O3] is a modular urban lighting system with the perfect combination of design and innovation The different
installation configurations (pole, pole head, side bracket, suspension) and the wide range of proposed optics
ensure lighting for urban environments that provides energy savings and respect for the environment.

Street [O3] is an innovative street lighting range for lighting public and private roads, large outdoor areas and car
parks. The modular LED elements and variety of optics produce different levels of lighting to meet every design
need. The [O3] Optical Output Optimize technology offers great versatility and guarantees high performance
results from the device.

Example of lighting

The device includes holes for fitting any additional
shields that may be required for back-light resolution.

IP66 degree of
protection
Both the optical compartment and the entire device
offer a high degree of protection (IP66), ensuring
superior protection against the entry of humidity and
dust, for perfect functioning in all conditions.

Simple
design
The simple geometry of the Road[5] guarantees
appropriate lighting on all types of urban roads and
highways, blending perfectly with the environment.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

TECHNICAL FEATURES
CL1 e CL2

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

Wide, huge, cycle/pedestrian

System Power

from 14W to 185W

Lumen Output

from 1100lm to 19600lm

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue on pg. 10 and at the GEWISS sales network.

Insulation Class
VERSATILE INSTALLATION
Urban [O3] can be coordinated with different
supports: single or double pole head, side bracket or
suspension. Various installation heights are possible,
to suit the particular application.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
CL2

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK06/IK08

Optics

Road, elliptical, cyclopedonal

System Power

54W, 81W or 105W

Lumen Output

from 3000lm to 11000lm

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Thanks to the complete separation of electric /
electronic parts from the device body, the Street [O3]
device is protected against induced overvoltages
greater than 12KV in common mode, in accordance
with Standard CEI EN 61000-4-5 (third party
certification).

Insulation Class

CL2

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK06/IK08

Optics

ST1, ST2, ST3

System Power

from 31W to 131W

Lumen Output

from 3000lm to 14350lm
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ESALITE is the new range of LED luminaires
designed for any industrial context, offering
high performance both in indoor and outdoor
environments. The products of the range are
characterized by a high resistance to dust and
humidity (IP66), adapting perfectly to contexts
where strength and resistance of the materials
are fundamental requirements (IK). A perfect
combination of engineering perfection and

design, even in the most extreme application
conditions, ESALITE has been designed to be
potentially indestructible and with a very long life
cycle. The range is available in seven different
luminous flux sizes, four technopolymer optics
(30 °, 60 °, 90 °, elliptical) and three LED color
temperatures (3000K, 4000K, 5700K), with a
total of 350 different versions.

INDUSTRY
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Other industrial lighting products
Smart [3] C

Smart [4] 2.0

Smart [3] is a range of LED watertight ceiling fittings that ensures excellent performance and high resistance to
external agents. Versatile and efficient, the luminaires offer reduced energy consumption of over 50% compared
to traditional lighting.

The use of power LEDs with high colour performance, high performance optical systems (reflectors or lenses) and
the availability of different configurations make the Smart system [4] a strategic tool to minimise operating and
maintenance costs, while optimising lighting performance.

100.000h
Lifespan

The die-cast aluminium structure guarantees
optimum performance thanks to specific thermal
dimensioning testing. The appropriate heat dispersal
within the ESALITE fitting is provided with a special
passive heat sink containing very low copper levels,
ensuring it is a high performance fitting. Tempered
glass and an industrial DALI driver make ESALITE
long-lasting over time.
Features such as CLO parameter programming,
temperature thresholds, dimmer management, and
its compatibility with DC-powered centralised UPS
emergency systems make ESALITE incredibly flexible,
with a guaranteed lifetime of L80B10 >100,000h.

Example of lighting
Warehouse

DALI and
efficiency up to
145 lumen/watt

All products in the ESALITE range include CSP (Chip
Scale Package) LEDs. The absence of a package and
the application of an aluminium PCB deliver higher
performance, lower consumption levels, and a longer
product lifespan. The entire ESALITE range is DALI,
controlled and compatible with new DALI2 versions.
The luminous flux can be customised on request
thanks to driver programming, and with the use of
DALI dimming product efficiency can reach 145lm/w.
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SLIMLINE PROFILE
Compared with the market standards, Smart [3] C
stands out for its compact size, meaning it can be
installed in places where space is particularly limited.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

3 circular; 2 ellipticals

System Power

from 52W to 420W

Lumen Output

from 5300lm to 51300lm

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue on pg. 106 and at the GEWISS sales network.

INSTALLATION FLEXIBILITY
The luminaire features special installation clips which
can be attached anywhere along the length of the
luminaire, providing great flexibility. This means
traditional lights can be easily replaced using the
same drilling points, without needing to alter the
electrical system.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL2

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

Opal, transparent

System Power

35W, 56W

Lumen Output

from 3400lm to 6200lm

PERFORMERS
The innovative aspect of Smart [4] is based on a
careful choice of LEDs, with the aim of obtaining
the best performance in real conditions of use (light
where needed). Furthermore, the latest generation
LEDs allow a significant increase in lighting
performance, with a duration of up to 120,000 hours
and efficiencies above 100 lm / W.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

3 circular, elliptical, asymmetrical

System Power

from 25W to 140W

Lumen Output

from 5200lm to 16000lm
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Smart [3]
Smart [3] LED luminaires offer high technical
performance and an extremely compact design.
Made entirely of polycarbonate, they are suitable
for installation contexts with heights of less than 4
meters and are distinguished by the highest degree
of protection against the penetration of powders or
liquids (IP69), as well as for a high impact resistance
(IK08 grade).

The three available sizes - 800mm, 1200mm and
1600mm - make the GEWISS ceiling lights ideal
for replacement in different types of contexts. DALI
dimming versions are particularly suited to control of
energy consumption, while those with stand-alone
pass-through wiring can be fitted with an emergency
kit lasting 3 hours.

COMMERCIAL
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Other lighting products for commercial use

Smart [3]

Smart [PRO] 2.0

Smart [4] 2.0 RGBW

Smart [Pro] 2.0 is the range of LED luminaires for medium and high power projection. Designed to offer high
lighting performance, simplify installation, reduce equipment maintenance and promote maximum energy savings
in both simple and complex systems, Smart [Pro] 2.0 is the ideal solution for professional sports applications,
airports and large open spaces.

The Smart Series [4] range is made up of low and medium power die-cast aluminum projectors, which enhance
architectural details to the maximum and are ideal for illuminating both indoor and outdoor areas. The latest
generation LEDs combined with increasingly efficient optical solutions guarantee excellent lighting performance,
allowing energy savings of between 50% and 80% to be achieved.

OPTIMUM
LIGHTING
PERFORMANCE
Smart [3] comes in three different sizes and offers a
vast choice of lighting packages, reaching an emission
level of 6900lm with the 1600mm twin lamp version,
for a total absorbed power level of 53W (130lm/W).

Example of lighting

FEEDTHROUGH
WIRING
The Smart [3] versions with feed-through wiring allow
the continuous-row installation of several devices,
ensuring the perfect alignment of the luminaires
thanks to the specific accessory (supplied as standard
with the product).
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5 YEARS
WARRANTY

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Thanks to the high GEWISS qualitative standard,
Smart [3] is able to withstand operating temperatures
up to +50°C, and comes with an extended 5-year
warranty.

Optics

Insulation Class

CL2

Protection Degree

IP66/IP69

Shock resistance

IK08
Opal, transparent

System Power

from 15W to 50W

Lumen Output

from 1700lm to 6500lm

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue on pg. 158 and at the GEWISS sales network.

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
The average life of LED lighting greatly exceeds
the average operating hours of traditional lamps,
significantly reducing maintenance costs and device
management.
INSTANT LIGHTING
Unlike traditional lighting sources, LED provides
instant lighting on switch on, even in a temporary
blackout. This means you benefit instantly from the
full lighting output of the lights.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance
System Power

IK08
2 Symmetrical; 2 Asymmetric; 4
Circulars
165W; 330W; 660W

Lumen Output

from 16klm to 82klm

Optics

RGBW SYSTEMS
To enhance spaces, geometries and volumes of
buildings with a high architectural value, Smart [4]
2.0 also offers solutions for scenographic and accent
lighting.
The RGBW versions (Red, Green, Blue and White) are
in fact able to create different lighting scenarios that
can also be controlled via the DMX control unit, by
selecting the single colour or pre-configured colour
scenarios.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

Circular 60°

System Power

82 or 165W

Lumen Output

1500lm or 3000lm
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Smart [PRO] 2.0
Smart [PRO] 2.0 is the new range of LED
floodlights designed for specific applications
such as sports facilities and large outdoor
spaces. Thanks to the use of CSP LED sources,
GEWISS is able to guarantee the best lighting

performance of the products, simplified
installation, reduced maintenance costs and
considerable energy savings, both for complex
projects and for small installations.

SPORTS FACILITIES
24
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Other products for lighting sports facilities

Smart [PRO] 2.0

Smart [4] 2.0

8 optics

The Smart [PRO] 2.0 range is available with 8 different
types of optic which enable it to be used in a host
of contexts. Narrow beams are used in competitive
outdoor sports applications, where high levels of
lighting are required, as well as in architectural
applications. Asymmetric beams are used above all
in indoor sports applications, and in installations with
surface or pole-mounted devices at lower heights.
Wide beams are used for illuminating large areas,
both indoors and outdoors.

Example of lighting

High
performance
The recessed source and the special high bay system
designed specifically for Smart [PRO] 2.0 allow glare
from point sources to be reduced. Smart [PRO] 2.0
was developed to guarantee maximum light quality
without compromising on visual comfort; that is
why this range is particularly effective in sports and
industrial applications.

Exceptional
strength
The compact design and flexible installation options
enable Smart [PRO] 2.0 solutions to be used in
even the harshest environment. The strong die-cast
aluminium structure and the convenient connector
ensure the product is ideal for both outdoor and
indoor installations.
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ESALITE is the series of LED devices that can be adapted to any need, thanks to its durability (lifetime of over
100,000 hours and 5 year warranty), resistance (working temperatures -25 ° C / 50 ° C) and versatility (well 7
different light streams, 4 optics and native DALI).

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance
System Power

IK08
2 Symmetrical; 2 Asymmetric; 4
Circulars
165W; 330W; 660W

Lumen Output

from 16klm to 82klm

Optics

The Smart [4] 2.0 range thanks to the new latest generation LEDs, combined with increasingly efficient optical
solutions, guarantee excellent lighting performance, greater visual comfort and a high quality of light. The range is
completed with special the BlueGreen versions, which can be perfectly integrated into gardens and green areas
any sports facility.

Further information on lighting products for parks and gardens available on www.gewiss.com, on the 2019/2020 commercial catalogue on pg. 30 and at the GEWISS sales network.

SPORTS APPLICATIONS
ESALITE suspension is certified by a third party DIN
18032-3. It is therefore suitable for use in indoor
sports facilities such as multi-purpose gyms or sports
halls.

Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

3 circular; 2 ellipticals

System Power

from 52W to 420W

Lumen Output

from 5300lm to 51300lm

SPORTS APPLICATIONS
Smart versions [4] 2.0 equipped with wall-mounted
bracket are certified by a third party complying with
DIN 18032-3. They are therefore suitable for use in
indoor sports facilities such as multi-purpose gyms
or sports halls.

Insulation Class

CL1

Protection Degree

IP66

Shock resistance

IK08

Optics

4 circular; elliptical; asymmetric

System Power

until 118W

Lumen Output

until 15klm
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www.gewiss.com

A range of
services to
serve you

Our new website, that can be used via any device, contains a wealth of handy
information and offers easy access to product datasheets, photometric data
and instruction manuals (to download). In addition, for registered users there
is a range of innovative services such as the possibility to create your own
personalised catalogue or insert products in your “favourites” list.

LIGHTING Catalogue
Our lighting catalogue describes the lighting solutions for indoor and outdoor use,
industrial contexts, the commercial sector, street lighting and even emergency
lighting. Available at gewiss.com

Design team

Software

For the most specific needs of customers and designers,lighting design support.

PROLITE program for lighting design of interiors,

Plug-In for professional lighting design using GEWISS

Plug-In for professional lighting design using GEWISS

A dedicated team of professionals with the most modern design software will

outdoor areas and streets and tunnels. It provides a

products. To be used with Dialux® software.

products. To be used with Relux® software.

develop the entire project in detail, guaranteeing quality and the right level of

high level of support to the planner to estimate and

lighting for every space and context.

create all the documentation for the client supporting

RELUX

the project specifications.

ECOLED is online software that can be used by any

BIM is an online software package that can be used

device connected to the Internet (smartphone, tablet

by any device connected to the Internet (smartphone,

or PC) enabling you to calculate the payback related

tablet or PC) to download the BIM models of GEWISS

to the replacement of traditional lighting fixtures with

products.

LED equivalents.
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We design and modernise indoor and outdoor sports facilities:
lighting for pitches, spectator stands, changing rooms and technical rooms,
for the greater comfort and safety of all athletes
and to promote sports in Italy.
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Registered Office: Via A. Volta, 1
24069 CENATE SOTTO BG - Italy
T. +39 035 946 111 - F. +39 035 945 222
gewiss@gewiss.com - www.gewiss.com
Sole Shareholder company - Bergamo Register of Companies / VAT/Tax Code (IT) 00385040167
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